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With its latest-generation products, Comac offers the option of having a touch screen display on board the machine. 
There are many advantages of this technology; indeed, the display could be described as a true “function enabler”. With just a touch or 
gesture, it is possible to change the operating parameters and check the operating status of the machine. The displays are perfectly integrated 
into the design of the machines and are located in areas where they are convenient yet protected.
For example, on floor scrubbers equipped with touch screen, with just a touch, the operator can selected whether to work in Eco, Standard 
or Plus mode. Each of these modes uses a certain amount of water, detergent and pressure, so that the machine can be used in an efficient 
manner in different cleaning conditions; this avoids waste and saves water, reduces consumption when possible, and increases the cleaning 
power where necessary.
In machines equipped with rear view camera, with a simple swipe, the operator can view the rear of the machine to check the result of the 
cleaning operation and/or maneuver in total safety without the risk of colliding with objects.
Finally, the operator can watch the video tutorials for the correct maintenance at the end of the work shift, making the operation easier and 
allowing it to be carried out even by operators who do not normally use the machine.

•User-friendly
•Less training necessary in order to use the floor scrubber
•Selection of the mode in a single touch
•On board video tutorials

BENEFITS
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